Acquisition of
Company Shop Group

25 February 2021

Strengthening Biffa’s leadership in the circular economy
Food and drink material hierarchy – redistribution is the
best alternative to prevention at source

Acquisition of UK’s largest redistributor of surplus food, drink and
household produce:
• A highly regarded business with a unique differentiated business model with
high barriers to entry

Prevention, waste of raw materials,
ingredients and products arising is
reduced and measured in overall
reduction of waste

A compelling growth plan:
• Targeting 50% growth in next 3-4 years
• Supported by regulatory, societal and environmental tailwinds

Immediately earnings enhancing and offering attractive investment
returns:
• Enterprise value £82.5m, c.£10m run-rate EBITDA (8.25x run rate)*

Sent to animal feed

Recycling

Preference

A highly complementary combination:
• Great fit with Biffa’s services, culture, purpose and positioning
• Establishes Biffa as the leading enabler of the circular economy for the
FMCG sector in the UK

Redistribution to people

Waste sent to anaerobic digestion
Waste composted
Recovery
Incineration of waste with energy
recovery

Fully aligned to the ambitions of our Sustainability Strategy:
• Building a circular economy through waste prevention
• A powerful ‘purpose with profit’ model including a successful growing social
enterprise

Disposal
Waste incinerated without energy recovery
Waste sent to landfill
Waste ingredient/product going to
sewer

* All figures are pre-IFRS16
Represents Biffa’s position prior
to acquisition
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 The UK’s Surplus Problem: Every year c.141,000 tonnes of surplus food and
drink, and unquantified non-food produce, are needlessly wasted

Turning problems into potential, the secret to unlocking the UK’s surplus

Why surplus exists…
Surplus occurs for many reasons
throughout the supply chain and during
the manufacturing processes:
•

Incorrect labelling

•

Overproduction

•

Order cancellations

•

Trial products

•

Damaged packaging

•

Rejects (e.g. size, shape)

•

Unused ingredients or components

Market size

Intervention

•

An estimated 141,000 tonnes of
surplus food and beverages p.a. that
are suitable for human consumption

• Turning problems into potential: Company
Shop works with manufacturers and
retailers to identify and source surplus

•

Substantial unquantified surplus in
health and beauty, homeware, clothing
and more

•

Does not include ‘back of store’ surplus
which is typically donated and
managed by charities

• Intervention: c.80% of surplus requires
intervention before it can be safely
redistributed. This includes re-labelling,
scanning, washing and repacking while
complying with stringent food safety
regulation

•

Strong regulatory support to reduce
food waste

• Redistribution: Produce is then
redistributed through Company Shop’s
network of membership – restricted outlets
at a significant discount to regular prices

CONFIDENTIAL
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Providing a network of membership-based outlets

Company Shop

•
Produce is sold through a
network of 12 membership-based
outlets
•
Members are FMCG employees,
NHS staff and other key workers
•
Produce is sold at significantly
less than normal retail price
•
A unique model, which means it is
able to sell supermarket branded
products side by side
•
Top up shop helping family
budgets go further, not in competition
with supermarkets

Community Shop
• A not for profit community interest
company supporting the most
deprived areas of the UK
• A network of 6 community hubs
which include:
• a food store selling produce
at deeply discounted prices
• a number of community
services, supported by
donations from supplier
partners

•
The company also runs a number
of staff shops at partner sites
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Biffa – the right fit for Company Shop
1. The circular economy enabler to the UK’s
FMCG sector: an unrivalled combined commercial
proposition with significant cross-sell opportunity
Biffa Specialist Services - leading waste and
recycling provider
Biffa Polymers - leading supplier of food grade
closed loop plastic raw materials
Company shop – leading redistributor of surplus

2. Further development of offer: the combination
may accelerate development of adjacent offers across
reuse and redistribution, e.g.
• Furniture takeback/rescue
• Non-food (e.g. clothing) returns, redistribution
• Vintage clothing redistribution

5. Support for social enterprise: alignment
to Biffa’s sustainability strategy.
Opportunities to support the development of
Community Shop, especially where Biffa has
strong operational presence (e.g. Municipal
contracts)
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3. Independence: Biffa is an established
service provider to the F&B sector,
preserving Company Shop’s unique
independent position and reputation

4. Efficiencies and cost synergies: cost
opportunities will be pursued across areas such as
procurement, fleet, corporate functions, captive
insurance
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A new divisional reporting structure to support our investment priorities
Specialist Services FY20*

Collections FY20*

Net Revenue £139m
EBITDA £15.3m
EBIT £13m

Net Revenue £781m
EBITDA £115.3m
EBIT £62.7m

Net Revenue £232m
EBITDA £63.4m
EBIT £37.7m

Mission: To help customers fulfil their
sustainability ambitions by providing bespoke
solutions including surplus redistribution,
integrated resource management and
hazardous waste services

Mission: To provide the most efficient, low
carbon waste and recycling collections
and related services to I&C, Municipal and
household customers

Recycling, treatment, energy generation
Mission: To maximise the recovery of
and disposal services, including:
resources and Energy from Waste (EfW)
through our leading waste treatment
and processing capabilities

Key Priorities:
• Further development and roll out of
surplus redistribution and other
differentiated circular economy solutions

Key Priorities:
• Leverage unrivalled network, reputation
and brand to drive organic growth
• Pursue synergistic acquisitions to further
build scale and returns from network

Key Priorities:
• Expansion of leading closed loop
plastic recycling capabilities
• Investing in EfW infrastructure

CONFIDENTIAL

*Financial year ending March 2020 for Biffa and September 2020 for CSG

Resources & Energy FY20*
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With a strong financial track record, run rate and growth plan
Transaction overview*
• £82.5m enterprise value, deferred consideration of up to £5m
140

• Funded from existing committed facilities

120

• Biffa will exit FY21 with leverage of c.£440-460m (FY20: £426m)

Run-rate performance
• FY19: 6 Company Shops, open by year end; generating £44.2m revenue
and £3.7m Adjusted EBITDA
• As at 25th February 2021: 12 Company Shops open, annualised revenue
run rate of c.£85m and an annualised adjusted EBITDA run rate of £10m

Growth plan
• Plan in place to source sufficient additional surplus volumes and roll out
further outlets over the next 3-4 years to grow revenue and EBITDA by a
further 50%
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• Ample headroom to pursue pre-existing strategic investments
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Adjusted EBITDA

3-4 year target

Adjusted EBITDA (£m)

• The transaction is expected to deliver investment returns in line with hurdle
rates on other priority investment opportunities

0

Company Shops (open at year end)

*Financial year ending March 2020 for Biffa and September 2020 for CSG
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Summary
•

Acquisition of UK’s largest redistributor of
surplus food, drink and household produce

•

A compelling growth plan

•

A highly complementary combination

•

Immediately earnings enhancing and
offering attractive investment returns

•

Fully aligned to the ambitions of our
Sustainability Strategy

Q&A
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Appendix 1
Company Shop Group

The UK’s leading redistributor of surplus produce
• Company Shop Group is the UK’s leading and largest redistributor of surplus food and household
products
• Surplus produce is collected, processed and redistributed through its unique network of membershipbased outlets
• The business has a 50-year track record of working in long-term partnership with more than 500
supplier partners, including all the UK’s major grocery retailers and global brands
• CSG outlet members include employees in the FMCG sector as well as key workers in healthcare and
emergency services, who can buy surplus produce at material discounts to normal retail price
• CSG also includes the social enterprise Community Shop which supports some of the most deprived
areas of the UK, through a network of hubs selling produce at deeply discounted prices alongside the
provision of a number of community services
• The combination of all of the above has enabled CSG to develop a highly regarded, pioneering
business with strong barriers to entry that combines purpose with profit

CO
CONFIDENTI
AL
NFIDENTIAL
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With a 50- year track record in corporate surplus responsibility

Company Shop prevents waste by identifying surplus produce
and then collecting, processing and redistributing it for sale
through its unique network of membership-based outlets. Surplus
produce includes production overruns, trial products, or produce
that has been incorrectly labelled or packaged, and which without
intervention would be destined to become waste.
It has a 50-year track record of working in long-term partnership
with more than 500 supplier partners, including most of the UK’s
major grocery retailers and global brands. CSG outlet members
include employees in the FMCG sector as well as key workers in
healthcare and emergency services, who can buy surplus
produce at a significant reduction of its normal retail price.

CONFIDENTIAL
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And a unique and unrivalled proposition
Company Shop is the only commercial redistributor of scale in the UK. Its unique and unrivalled operational capabilities
and infrastructure, combined with an attractive store rollout plan, makes it uniquely positioned to capitalise on the
significant untapped surplus opportunity that exists.

Each year the UK food and drink industry generates 141,000 tonnes of quality surplus
suitable for redistribution. Only a small proportion is currently being redistributed, and the
majority is falling further down the food and drink waste hierarchy to animal feed or waste.
ESG is now at the top of the agenda for retailers, manufacturers, and food service
organisations, with increasing political, regulatory and social pressures to reduce the amount
of waste generated by the industry. As a result, supply chain partners are seeking to
redistribute more waste as this is the best alternative toprevention.

A unique solution

Over the past 50 years, Company Shop has invested in its operational and processing
capabilities and established infrastructure to make its proposition to the food and drink,
and wider FMCG supply chain both unique and unrivalled.
Company Shop majors in the redistribution of surplus generated by manufacturers, and has
spent the past 50 years developing relationships with all major UK grocers to ensure that
surplus generated in their supply chains is directed at the Group. The main driver of this
relationship is the positive ESG result Company Shop delivers, combined with its proven
ability to redistribute bulk quantities in a controlled and safe environment, protecting its
partners’ brands.
The store rollout plan will enable Company Shop to redistribute more of the quality surplus that
is available by increasing their geographical presence and distribution networks, operating
capacity, and membership base. In its simplest form, more stores equals more surplus and
more members.

Food and drink material hierarchy – redistribution is the best
alternative to prevention at source

Prevention
Waste of raw materials, ingredients and
product arising is reduced – measured
in overall reduction of waste.
Redistribution to
people
Sent to animal
feed

Preference

The issue

Recycling
Waste sent to anaerobic
digestion
Waste composted
Recovery
Incineration of waste with energy
recovery
Disposal
Waste incinerated without energy
recovery
Waste sent to landfill
Waste ingredient/product
going to sewer
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Providing value-add redistribution
Company Shop makes redistributing surplus the obvious choice, creating financial return through
immense ESG impact
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…and unique circular economy solutions
Company Shop work closely with partners across the UK’s food and household products supply chain to
address the waste problem, delivering financial, social and environmental returns to all involved…

Traditional supply chain
structure: ideal situation =
zero waste / 100%
efficiency

Producer/
Grower

Manufacturer

Distribution
centres

Retailer

Consumer

WASTE & SURPLUS

Waste
disposal

Customers and
communities

• Turning problems into
potential
• Supporting the UK
industry
• Changing lives and
communities
• Stretching budgets
further
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Strong market drivers for food and drink redistribution
The government and businesses are turning their attention to the food and drink material hierarchy to target
reductions in waste, where redistribution is the best alternative to prevention at source.

•

•
•

Market drivers for food and drink redistribution

Prevention
Waste of raw materials, ingredients and
product arising is reduced – measured in
overall reduction of waste.
Redistribution to people
Sent to animal feed

Recycling
Waste sent to anaerobic digestion

Preference

The food and drink material hierarchy ranks waste management options according to what is best for
the environment. Surplus prevention is the top priority in targeting food waste. In a perfect scenario,
the supply chain would generate zero waste. However, some degree of surplus is an inevitable part
of the growing, manufacturing, distribution, and retail process. Whilst there is room for improvement
for greater prevention, this alone is unlikely to achieve waste reduction targets
Where surplus cannot be prevented, the government and the supply chain are focused on
redistributing all food fit for human consumption. This means redistributing edible surplus that
is currently used for animal feed or otherwise destroyed
Company Shop’s partners have a strong preference to redistribute where possible, i.e. products
are fit for human consumption. However, surplus that is not fit for human consumption falls
further down the material hierarchy. Other options for food surplus, in order of environmental
benefit, include: anaerobic digestion; composting; and incineration with energy recovery

Waste composted
Recovery

•
•
•
•

Growth in national and global waste reduction initiatives by way of the United Nation’s
Sustainable Development Goal 12.3 and the UK’s Courtauld Commitment
Changing attitudes towards waste with increased focus on the environmental and social impact
from consumers, governments, and investors is resulting in ESG reaching the top of the agenda
for many businesses
Proposed plans for mandatory food waste reporting as outlined in the Government’s 2018
Our Waste, Our Resources strategy document
Food insecurity has profound long term impacts on families and communities. Influential public
voices have raised the profile of this issue for the public and for Government. Through an effective
and altruistic redistribution model, Company Shop provides short term relief alongside planned and
structured support enabling long term empowerment to overcome the effects of food insecurity

Incineration of waste with energy recovery
Disposal
Waste incinerated without energy recovery
Waste sent to landfill
Waste ingredient/product going to sewer
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…are increasing demand
Increasing political, social, and environmental pressures to reduce the amount of food waste are driving the demand
for redistribution.
Social pressures
• Food poverty is a big problem in the UK, with c. 20%
of the population living in relative poverty. It is
estimated that 2,000,000 people in the UK are
undernourished, and over 500,000 are reliant on food
parcels
• By redistributing surplus products intended for human
consumption, surplus has the opportunity to improve
the lives of millions of households across the UK
• Moreover, 83% of grocery shoppers see it as
important to reduce the amount of food that is
wasted as a country, and expect the supply chain to
play a key role in this

Environmental pressures
• Redistribution of surplus has a positive environmental
impact compared to the alternative solutions that sit further
down the material hierarchy – WRAP estimate that wasted
food contributes c.7% to total manmade greenhouse gas
emissions
• Environmental issues and the accountability of corporates
is gaining increasing concern and traction from
consumers, the governments, investors, and the media
and as a result, is featuring high on the board- level
agenda of many companies across the UK
WRAP, “Food surplus and waste in the UK – key facts”, January 2020

Waste reduction initiatives

The UN’s Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 12.3
• In 2015, in response to the need for urgent action, countries of the
world formally adopted a global food waste reduction target – the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 12.3. The goal, a 50% reduction
in global food waste by 2030 at the retail and consumer levels, and
reduce food losses along production and supply chains, including postharvest losses
The UK’s Courtauld Commitment 2025
• In response to this, the UK introduced the Courtauld Commitment
2025, with a target to reduce food waste by 40% by 2025. This is the
3rd in a series of agreements launched in 2005 by the Government as
a long term pledge to improve resource efficiency and reduce the
carbon and wider environmental impact of the UK grocery sector
IGD and WRAP’s Food Waste Reduction Roadmap
• IGD and WRAP have led an industry-wide programme of work
developing a roadmap for how the UK food industry will help achieve
SDG 12.3
• The Food Waste Reduction Roadmap encompasses the entire supply
chain from field to fork. It shows actions that large businesses will take
to address food waste in their own operations, support their suppliers
in taking action, and engage with consumers and innovate to reduce
their food waste
• When starting out, the aim was to have 125 large food businesses
measuring, reporting and acting on food waste by 2019, and 100% by
2026. In WRAP’s latest report, 261 organisations have committed to
the Roadmap as at September 2020 but there are still over 400 major
food companies that are not signed up to the Roadmap
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CSG provides its expertise on surplus food
The proposed introduction of
mandatory food waste reporting
• The proposals to introduce mandatory
food waste reporting were first set out in
2018 by the former Environment
Secretary, with the aim of supporting the
ambitions of Courtauld 2025 and the
Roadmap by making all companies in
the food and drink supply chain
accountable for waste generated.
• In September 2020, significant
headway against this initiative was
made with Defra entering talks with
c.200 food and drink companies, and
trade bodies, to start paving the way
for the mandatory reporting of food
waste.
• It is evident from WRAP’s latest report that
the majority of major food companies are
still not signed up the industry’s Food
Waste Roadmap, thus the proposed
introduction of mandatory food waste
reporting has significant potential to reduce
waste and increase redistribution through
greater public transparency and
accountability.

“Through this project Company Shop Group
has challenged the status quo of the food
system and highlighted where the food
industry can make real inroads into reducing
surplus food. I look to the industry to
consider the findings and explore the
toolkits Company Shop Group have
produced and follow their example by taking
action. Surplus food should be utilised and I
call on the industry to maximise its
commercial, social and environmental
value.”
Defra Environment Minister,
Rebecca Pow MP
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Which is supported by its strong heritage

14%

1,018

Revenue
FY 2020

RevenueCAGR
2018A-2020A

Current
employees

12

>£125M

£50M

Superstores by
March 2021

>193K
Active members
shop with
Company Shop

>80M

Returned to partnersin
the last 10 years

Units handledin
FY20

53%
Average saving
against RRP
benefited from by
customers

1.1M
£

Value of FY20 stock
donations from
industry partners,an
increase of 78% on
FY19

25 KT
Of quality surplus
redistributed in FY20

6,259
Households engaged
with Community Shop
over the last five years

30M
Number of meals that
Community Shop has
helped members to
create using food
bought and taken home
from its stores in thelast
5 years
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A supermarket like no other

Across the UK, 12 membership-based outlets give CSG customers
amazing prices, quality brands and a surprise around every corner.
Shelves are stocked with an ever-changing range of surplus
products that might otherwise have gone to waste. The
unpredictability of this stock is a massive logistical challenge, but
we have the infrastructure, expertise and experience to deal with it.
Membership is open to the FMCG supply chain, the NHS, care
workers and the emergency services, helping to stretch hardworking families' budgets further.
Those on means-tested benefits can also be members.
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Redistributing the majority of household produce

All categories
Fresh
Chill
Frozen
Ambient
Beers, wines &
spirits

Non food

Petcare
Household
Personal care
Homeware
Flowers etc.
Consumables
Clothing

Work in progress
Trial products & NPD
Seasonal & promotional products
Old packaging, de-lists & rebrands
Over production and overstocks
Specification or quality rejections
Stock with foreign labels
Products for ‘chill to freeze’
Part pallets
Tempered surplus
Manufacturing errors
Damaged products
Underweight or light fills
Misaligned packaging
Bulk products
Short shelf life

plus many more...
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Trusted by the UK’s top brands

Trusted by over 500
UK brands

CONFIDENTIAL
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By re-labelling products correctly
Products sold via the retail outlets need to conform to UK F.I.R. labelling regulations
Foreign market

that doesn't meet UK
labelling regulations
CSG re- label with
compliant information

Fixed weight packs
- some are
underweight
CSG put through 'check
weight' label line and
applies new label with
correct weight and price

Chill to Freeze

CONFIDENTIAL

Product coded with use by
date, slow sales so risk of
going to waste - CSG put
through chill to freeze
process (Assured advice
from our Primary authority)
and apply label with new best
before date agreed with supplier

Missing Allergen

CSG apply label with
allergen details to inform
our members

WIP (Work in progress)
- part of a ready meal
Out of specification, packed
into a tray with clear film CSG make retail ready by
applying a FIR compliant label
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Peak Sales Tempering

At Christmas etc, low sales and
coded with Dec 25th - CSG can
temper and then relabel with
new use by date agreed with
supplier
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Case study: Bottle Wash

SITUATION:
When glass drinks bottles are being moved about, they can
sometimes get damaged. One bottle in a case may get broken or
a bottle may get separated from a multi-pack.
This can mean perfectly good products could go to waste.
A C T I O N:
Investment in a new inline bottle washing plant at CSG's
distribution centre, giving a safe and environmentally positive
way to remove
broken glass and wash away sticky residues - allowing
redistribution of single bottles.
RESULT:
Laborious manual processes were replaced, increasing
capacity 5- fold, saving products, saving bottles and saving
money too.

Since 2019, we have sorted and washed

1,385,722
bottles
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There is significant scope for expansion
Company Shop has an addressable food and drink market of 141,000 tonne surplus. The Group is well positioned to capture
the majority of the available addressable market given its unrivalled geographical reach, reprocessing capabilities, and
embedded partner relationships.

Illustrative only

Other market
opportunities
Surplus food &
drink headroom

21 superstores

Apr 21-3 to 4 yrs
9 superstores

12 superstores

FY19 – Mar 21
6 superstores
FY19
6 superstores
25 kt redistributed

There are a number of additional
opportunities that significantly
increase the identified addressable
market. Key opportunities include:
• Further\ expansion into nonfood categories
•

Sourcing surplus internationally
from existing / new partners

•

Securing commercial deals with
manufacturing partners for
incremental production.

141k tonnes F&B surplus plus non-food opportunity
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With a host of sustainability credentials
CSG is regularly recognised by others:

•

QueensAward for Enterprise in the
Sustainable Development category

•

The Lloyds Bank National BusinessAward for
Positive Social Impact

•

FDF Award for Innovation

•

John Marren - IGD Lifetime
Achievement Award for services to
the industry

•

Grocer Gold 2020 finalist
for 'Waste Not, Want
Not' Award

•

Growing Business Awards 2020
finalist for Positive Impact Award

•

FDF Awards 2020 finalist
for Community Partner
Award

•

FDF Awards 2020 finalist for Campaign of
the Year Award (for our Surplus Super Heroes
campaign)
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And industry partnerships
CSG actively champions the opportunities and benefits of redistribution across a wide range of industry
bodies.
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Appendix 2
Community Shop

A community store like no other
A not for profit community interest company
supporting the top 10% most deprived areas of
the UK.
Community Shop has a network of 6
membership-based community hubs, which
include a food store selling produce at deeply
discounted prices and a numberof community
services, supported by donations from supplier
partners.
Membership is open to those who truly need it
most. All Community Shop members are in
receipt of a means-tested benefit.
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Powerful partnerships, working together for good

Community Shop revenues are used to deliver professional, personal
development programmes supporting members to live fulfilling lives,
building stronger individuals and more confident communities.
Community Shop works closely with its partners to provide atailored
and differentiated proposition which directly meets the aims and
ambitions of their individual social agenda.
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Offering a unique ESG solution
• The purpose of the Community Shop stores is to provide members with what they need, rather than
just what’s available at a given time. This is a key differentiator from the traditional charitable food
accessmodel.
• Community Shop stocks a defined range of essential and staple grocery products, including but not
limited to: meat, vegetables, milk, bread, pasta, washing power, shampoo and toilet rolls; furthermore,
no alcohol is served or sold onpremise.
• Community Shop’s advantage is that the specific categories of items sold in store do not limit partners
to making donations within those categories. The Group leverages its scale and infrastructure to
process a range of donations across a broader set of categories; this is done through two distinct
methods.
• Stock can be sent direct to Community shops through a system called Donation Direct. However
sometimes this isn’t possible due to the type or volume of product and so a unique model called
Donation Activation is used. By leveraging the group scale and infrastructure stock is sold through
the controlled membership of the Company Shop network and the value is credited to the
Community Shop.
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By building stronger individuals and sustainable communities
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Thank you
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